
GTS eases
organizations' cloud
journey with AWS by
offering expert
guidance and support.
GTS' deep knowledge
of AWS and successful
migration experience
ensure a seamless
transition to the cloud.
From planning to
ongoing support, GTS
offers a
comprehensive
approach for a smooth
and successful cloud
adoption with AWS.

AWS CLOUD

The AWS Cloud not only provides a secure, scalable, and cost-
effective infrastructure but also enables teams to innovate at a
faster pace. With automated CI/CD, teams can quickly launch
new features. Data centralization on AWS allows businesses to
make data-driven decisions with modern big data analytics
and create new revenue streams and businesses with cloud-
enabled IoT products. 

Whether you aim to migrate your infrastructure, modernize
your applications, or enable remote work, AWS & GTS can
assist you in achieving your goals.

G E T  O N  Y O U R  C L O U D  J O U R N E Y  W I T H  G T S
A N D  A W S

start your cloud journey with gts and aws
Jumpstarting your cloud journey on AWS can provide a solid foundation for your organization's
digital transformation, with access to a wide range of tools and services to build, deploy, and scale
applications in a secure and reliable environment.

Migration

We help you with all aspects of migration to the
cloud and digital transformation.

Streamline operations and boost productivity by
integrating the development, QA, and IT Ops
teams, and automating the continuous delivery of
software and infrastructure changes.

Replatform your business application in AWS
Cloud to reduce downtime and get a higher ROI.

SECURE. SCALABLE. COST-EFFECTIVE

Improve efficiency by retiring hardware and moving
your applications, websites, and enterprise IT to an on-
demand infrastructure

Application Modernization

Transform DevOps

Architecture & Engineering



APN Advance Tier Services Partner

I N N O V A T E  W I T H  G T S  A N D  A W S

GTS is dedicated to delivering innovative customer experiences. We
integrate AWS customer experience solutions and engagement services to
provide customized solutions. Our partnership with Amazon Connect
allows us to swiftly tackle complex contact center challenges at scale.

Our service model offers on-demand access to AWS expertise. With this
flexible and collaborative approach to professional services, you can
adjust scope and priorities as needed while working closely with our
AWS experts to build, migrate, optimize, and maintain your cloud
environment.

Cost Optimization - Actionable insight into usage from
FinOps optimization platform. Monthly reviews and
recommendations

From extracting insights from data to applying advance AI/Model for
intent mining, we do it all. We will help you with data migration, data
engineering, AI & ML and data operations.

It’s not as scary as it sounds. And it’s essentially a modern-day requirement for any
organization that has a large base of customers.

Our speciality is in enabling a low-friction journey from on-premises to cloud. Any migration
will come with some bumps and bruises. That’s normal. But we’ve seen it all and are ready to
innovate with you.

As a cloud app development partner, we use advanced technology and
the best of all cloud services to deliver scalable, secure, and optimized
solutions that maximize ROI. We specialize in Serverless Application
Development, and end-to-end design & implementation.

Cloud Cost Optimization

Cloud Application Development

Customer Experience

Extended Team On-Demand

Data and Analytics
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hello@globo-tek.com
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